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Stop Suffering From Unhappy Relationships and A Broken Heart Okay! It Cant Be This Easy To Avoid

Another Broken Heart and Unhappy Relationship (and steer clear of the wrong men for you)...Can It?

Trust me when I tell you your relationships do not have to end in unhappiness and a broken heart. You

know it's time you were happy and had a decent loving relationship that lived up to your expectations.

There are a few things you do that cause the majority of your pain. When you find out what they are you

will kick yourself. Aren't you tired of: Sharing your life with someone who doesn't appreciate you Trying to

find things to do so you don't have to go home to a man you can't stand Feeling depressed because your

relationships do not turn out the way you thought they would Arguing over nothing Feeling worthless and

used Working on a dead-end relationship Having bad relationships Feeling lonely and unwanted Wasting

time with men who are no good Suffering from a broken heart Getting hurt again and again Dealing with

men who will not open up to you Dealing with confused men Talking with men who are unable to keep a

smile on your face Suffering from heartaches or unhappy relationships Guessing if your man really wants

you Falling for players who manipulate and use you Wasting your money and time taking care of a loser

who will never change Listening to the bull men will throw your way Hearing the lies they tell to keep you

Dealing with phonies who are into games Passing up the good men because of your involvement with Mr.
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No Good for you Sneaking and looking through your man's stuff because you don't trust him Controlling

and abusive men And much, much more! Get Over The Pain and Start Fresh Today! You can finally stop

suffering, kick unhappy relationships and broken hearts to the curb by using the wisdom and insights

packed into the book. You will discover: Why your relationships begin to fail on the first date Why you are

never happy in your relationships Why you can't keep a good man Why you pick the wrong men How to

identify if a man is good for you What is the purpose of relationships Why proper stimulation is necessary

for a happy long-term relationship Why you can't get a commitment from a man Why men take advantage

of you How you already passed-up a good man Why potential is not that important Why you suffer from

the "Baby Daddy Syndrome" And much more!
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